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SAYF Worship Journal
Yearly Meeting Warren Wilson College
June 7-10, 2012
On the weekend of June 7-10, 2012, Southern Appalachian Young
Friends met at Warren Wilson College for Yearly Meeting. This is our
witness. This is our story.
Writing your last epistle is such a daunting task. How are the
newbies and twobies going to remember me when they look back on
their old epistles? How will people I’ve gone to 10 retreats with but
never really gotten to know remember me? Will I be someone who
comes back later like Rachel, or someone never heard from again like
Nate? I’ve imagined writing this last epistle, how hard it must be, but
you will never know until it’s your turn. You haven’t cried until you cry at
your own graduation, and you haven’t written an epistle until you write
your last.
The hardest part is hearing people talk about next year, seeing
newbies, discussing things in business meeting, and knowing I won’t be
there for them, I won’t get to know the newbies, there won’t be more
van rides and opening circles and taco salads for me. But it’s
comforting to know that despite my absence, it will still happen. SAYF
will continue. People will stay up too late and someone will explain that
2 sleeping bags does not average out to 2 sleeping places (that one
came from Alise and I think of her every time). This crazy community
program group family will still be here.
At my very first SAYF, which was SAYMA 2007, the opening query
was “Where are you from.” I was scared and kind of lonely, not used to
being with so many teenagers I didn’t know, just a little almost-13-yearold watching wide-eyed. I answered the query with “I come from
people who love me.” Little did I know then, that the very community I
was so scared of would become those people who love me, and people
I love right back. I am from SAYF now.
I think I’ve written enough in the journals so that any sort of shout
out is unnecessary. Seniors, I love you all and I know that you will all go
far in life.
Older SAYFers, it’s been great knowing you. You have helped
shape this community and I know you’ll continue to do so until you
graduate, at which point I hope to be in on the kidnapping.
Newer SAYFers, you might not know it yet but SAYF will change
you and help you and be there for you. It’s a gift, take care of it.
I read some old SAYMA epistles recently to remember past
graduates and what they said. So, in the words of Brittany, “This is only
the beginning,” and as Conrad wrote, “I will carry your heards with me.”
I love you, SAYF.
-Taylor
P.S. I have been to exactly 30 retreats. My inner OCD is so satisfied!
SAYMA ’12
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seeing everyone finally is like a miracle of its own. i don’t get to come to retreats as often as i used to because of rides.
it’s been hard going months without SAYF. it’s my get-a-way. it always comes at the right moment. Knowing that ill

barely be at the retreats this next 2 years bothers me a lot. But I know the wait will make it worth it. I’ve gotten so close
to some of the people here, and I’ve also reconnected with some people. We aren’t just losing seniors this SAYMA, we

are losing a FAP. Someone who has had such a big impact on our life. Therese: I’m so thankful to have gotten to know
you. I will never forget the impact you have made on my life.

Oriana: though you are moving to Oregon, you will always be in my heart. I love you. Never forget that. ♥
Seniors: I wasn’t close to many of you, but you still all mean the same to me. I love you all.

Until I can come back ♥
-Kaitlynn Tippin

Every time I write an epistle after a retreat, I make some comment about how
this has been the best SAYF yet. So, I think that every SAYF could be the best
retreat yet because this community just keeps growing and changing and
becoming more wonderful all the time. And here I am saying it again: for me,
this has been the best SAYF yet. Sad face, though, because it’s also my last. I
always wanted my last epistle to be some sort of deep commentary on the ways
of the world, but I’m sitting here and all I can think is how much I’m going to
miss all of you. Everyone at SAYF is such a fabulous person, and I wish I could
finish out my last two years in this great place. I’ll try to come back from SAYMA
and any other retreats I can next year. So, so much love to all of you,
Oriana
Dear S.A.Y.F.,
This was a great retreat. They just keep getting better. I really liked the
intergenerational games, and the Wordplay Workshop with aaron. SAYMA is
always fun because it’s just an extra long retreat. But it’s always sad because
all the seniors have to leave. I also had a good time playing hide and seek tag
(except when people got hurt ) and swimming. Overall this was an amazing
retreat and I can’t wait for the next one.
Love,
Asa
I haven’t cried that much in more than a year. The seniors this year
always brought something amazing and unique. The 7 of them posess the
qualities that I look forward to seeing when I come to SAYF. While they will
be leaving with a large chunk of those qualities, we are sincerely
appreciative that you shared your beautiful selves with us. An equally
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large part of those qualities has rubbed off on us and molded SAYF into
something even more amazing.
We love you, Braden, Paola, Lekey, Lauren, Taylor, Tim, and Caty.
Thank you so much.
~ Guthrie
Wow, I love everyone so much. I was trying to conclude my feelings, and
that pretty much does it. Every last one of you are sooo wonderful. I’m try to
imagine life without all of you, and it’s more painful than this stupid ankle of
mine. This college is so beautiful, I just can’t get over it.
Oriana – God, I’m going to miss you so much, everyone will. Please, please,
please visit. I won’t survive without you!!
Emma – You are so cute, the most amazingest of people, I love you so much I just
can’t express it.
Kaitlynn – You are a life saver, without you, my life would be miserable now,
love you so much.
Jane – Just hearing your name makes me smile. You can try to understand how
much I love you, but its impossible.
Alright, seniors, many of you I don’t know very well, but it
doesn’t take knowing you to figure out that each of you is
filled to the brim with love, hope, and potential, thank you
for being in my life! ♥
Lekey – Where do I begin? Your overall sense of joy and happiness is
overwhelming, you are funny, smart, pretty, and so kind. I can’t possibly picture
someone who wouldn’t consider you a role model. Thank you for everything
you’ve ever done!!
Caty – I am so sad you’re leaving, you make SAYF so wonderful with your
thoughtfulness, love, and so much more, thank you…
Braden – I have never ever met someone like you. You are good at singing,
gymnastics, and being loveable. You express yourself so well, there are so many
things I love about you.
Tim – Witty, wacky, wonderful Tim. You’re the sort who makes friends, and
with friends, you can do most anything! Stay amazing.
Taylor – long, lovely hair, sweet voice, sewing skills, all these wonderful things
and not the best one yet, that’s love, and anything that comes with it. You’re jam
packed (YEAH) with the stuff, and that’s what really counts.
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Lauren – Not sure what to write, considering I don’t know you as well as most. I
said stuff in your journal, so I’ll keep this short, “Your lovely,” there. Short
enough? ♥
Paola – Paola, paola, paola, you seem the sort who is shy, but wonderful. I’m so
sorry we didn’t talk, I soo hope to get to know you better! ♥
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I liked this retreat a lot more than I thought I would. I
met/got to know people and I liked what I got to know about
them. SAYF really is a safe place away from a lot of
troubles in life. I think I finally understand that now. My
favorite parts of this SAYMA were the late night
discussions that if you think about it were really deep and
playing hide and go seek tag but not people getting hurt
that’s sad. But I guess I’m going to say things about
people. Ok.
1. Julia I’m so happy you got to come to SAYF. I still
remember every minute of JYM we spent together . :p
2. Jane you’re really nice and I like your hair.
3. Katie you’re funny and pretty cool to talk to.
4. Nick I’ve seen a different side of you but still
haven’t picked if that’s a bad thing or a good thing.
5. De I like your outfits and your cool.
6. Kofi…not much more to say.
7. Braden I’m going to miss you.
8. Lauren I’m sad I didn’t know you very well.
9. Angelina & Rebecca you 2 are the best best friends
I’ve ever met.
10.
Oliver I kind of don’t know you but it was fun
playing hide and go seek tag with you.
11.
Oreanna I’m sad you’re moving but it was fun
meeting you.
12.
Hannah I can tell you’re a dancer because you’re
a spirit from what I’ve seen.
13.
Merick your so nice and cool and I’m sorry about
the Fish Bowl person that sucks but you seem to be
happy a lot so good and your really pretty so stay
cool ok!
14.
Patric & Austin you tie on with Angelina and
Rebbeca.
15.
Mablyn you’re so nice and pretty.
16.
Taylor I’m going to miss you.
17.
Tim you’re cool.
18.
Katlyn have fun with the BF’s don’t 2 time them
though that’s bad but your cool anyways 
19.
Levi feel better soon I like the happy Levi
better but I am sorry you got hurt  but your strong
so it’s okay right. ILY
20.
Caty I’m going to miss you.
21.
Grace stay happy 
22.
Anna ILY
23.
Lekey I’m going to miss you a lot.
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24.
Guthrei don’t be depressed your better than that
so be happy and know you amazing.
25.
Asa sorry and your cool and nice and funny well
you’re a lot of things.
26.
Noah ILY and think it’s funner when you do
27.
Emma your pretty and mature but bunny like in a
good way 2
28.
Lincoln your cool
29.
Bethany your pretty and nice plus laugh a lot so
that good.
30.
Big sister I love you always
31.
Zan you’re a cool person to talk to.
32.
Ruby & Flannery you’re different don’t let any
one change that because your perfectly different.
Oh yeah love
Sarawila C. VillatoraWeir

P.S. FAPs your amazing thanks
And if I forget you sorry and if I didn’t say your pretty
it’s ok because you should know you all are.

Once again, here we are at the end of another SAYF year. It’s been
another wonderful year. I’ve missed way too many retreats (missing one
would be too many); however I get such a breath of fresh air from them
when I do attend.
Yet this year, this SAYMA gathering, is different than all the rest.
Last year, we graduated 8 lovely SAYFers and this year we graduated 7
more. But no, there was an eighth. Of the7 present in the inner circle last
night, there was another graduate in the outer circle.
Therese, I couldn’t help tearing up when the yearly meeting read
the minute of appreciation for all your years of service. In fact, it wasn’t a
job really, because a job is work you get paid for. You gave us more than
we could ever pay you for. We owe you so, so much.
Your generous personality lets the Spirit flow so freely out of you.
I’m not sure if I’ve ever seen a Quaker you hides their Light “under a
bushel” less than you do. That is, you are a wonderful Friend. And even
more you have come to be a wonderful friend as well.
You care for my daughters (and the love you show all SAYFers) has
warmed my heart. I look forward to seeing you on my trips to drop-off
and pick-up Ellen at Oberlin. I can only hope that Elise picks a college that
puts you enroute as well.
Thank you for coming into our lives. Thank you for sharing your
life w/ us. Thank you for sharing David with us as well and thanks David
for sharing Therese with us.
Love, Chuck Jones
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Dear SAYF!
I felt kind of distant this retreat. But not a bad distant, more of a calm distant.
But seeing all these familiar faces makes me smile. This up coming year is
possibly my last one. And I want to spend more time with all of you. Even the
graduates.
Your senior year sneaks up on you faster than you would like to think,
so keep your eyes open.
We are going to miss all of you so so much. Holla at ya boi
-Nigh Hawk
AKA Zan
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I don’t feel like saying much, right now, so I’ll just get
to the shoutouts
Asa: troll
Lincoln: so I hear you like hiking in a swimsuit and flip
flops
Braden: bunny bunny bunny bunny bunny
Guthrie: I’d cap that
Grace: the angles have the phone box
Patric: Mac is awesome
Levi: get better soon
Anna: Panda-monium
Dee: happy (late) birthday
Kofi: tell me a joke
-Ethan
Today I leave each and everyone of you with a little light
from my heart. As I look around the room and see I am surrounded
by thoughtful, beautiful, special people, I feel at peace.
I have a special message for each and every one of your. If
only there were time. I hope you get as much love and comfort,
guidance and nurturing as I have this past six years from this
light-love-cluster.
My absence this past year makes me the opposite of happy,
because being a nurturer in this community has brought me so
much joy. I really do wish I had gotten to know a lot of you a
whole lot better.
And for those of you who have become dear friends, you all
have a special place in my heart.
You all do.
You cuddle make’n, earth quake’n, worship share’n, light find’n
friends!!
I trust this community will stay strong and special with
every retreat to come.
Remember S.P.I.C.E.
The world is your wok
Stir Fry yum!
Your loving friend,
Lauren Amber Hudson
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I can’t really believe it’s over. This SAYMA was so much fun, and I know I
always say this, but it was just exactly what I needed. I had a great time.
Some of my best friends graduated, and now they are moving away to
college and pursuing their lives. I can’t yet wrap my head around the fact
that they will be gone – from my everyday life, and from this community –
but I will in time. This graduating class has brought so much to my life and
to this community, and it will not be forgotten. I love you all so much.
Sad things aside, this retreat was wonderful. Even with Emma,
Oriana, and Oliver messing up my nap yesterday. I feel like I may have
missed out on some stuff by sleeping in mine and Hannah’s dorm room
the first two nights, but I think it was worth it for the extra sleep I got.
Well, it’s about time to wrap this up, because I have to go write one
last story with Taylor. I want to write something about everyone who is
leaving, but I guess that’s what the journals are for. But there is one
person who doesn’t have a journal. Oriana, I am really going to miss you.
You have become one of my good friends at SAYF, and it’s been
awesome getting to know you better. You’re beautiful. Don’t worry, we’ll
stay in touch.
Okay. I’ll see you all in September!
All my love,
Madelyn
P.S. I have one shout out.
Therese – you have brought so incredibly much to this community. You
made my first few retreats so much less scary and awkward and I’m so
grateful for that. I can’t really picture SAYF without you. You have been
such a big part of it for me. Obviously this isn’t goodbye, because I see
you all the time. I just had to have a sentimental moment there. Thanks
for sitting with me at graduation, it made me feel so much better. I love
you.

‘Twas interesting, to say the least. SAYMA was fun, even though I’m extremely
sad about the seniors’ (And Orii’s) leaving. Sort of watched Dr. Horrible.
Halfway. Next SAYF?  I’m so sore, what with Wink, crazy amounts of playing
chicken, and my usual Austin vs Patrick fighting. Levi! Are you ok? Hope your
leg/ankle feels better. Also, it was really cold when I was sleeping, and really
hot when I was doing something. Why can’t it be the other way around…
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Seniors: I wish you all the best of luck in life and all of its journeys. I love and
adore all of you. Farewell. ♥
With Love,
Patrick
P.S. I love Therese’s whistling ringtone.
P.P.S. Terra would have graduated this year. 
Sort of watched Dr. Horrible. Oh well. There will be more SAYF’s for that. I don’t want the
seniors to leave, but I know that have to. It would be boring to stay in high school for
ever. I will miss you all!
P.S. Levi and Noah why do you two get hurt so much. Stop!
P.P.S. Braden we didn’t get to finish our hear to heart. Skype?
P.P.P.S. Nick I want the real story.
Also love you all
Austin
Oh and chicken
Was awesome
Yes two words
Right.
So the theme of SAYMA for me was whining a lot. Not even
about anything in particular, but just whining.
I shouldn’t do that.
SAYF my indeed be the only place of its kind and I should
treasure that, not whine about it. This completely
irreplaceable community is one of the greatest things I’ve
had the pleasure of experiencing.
Lincoln
P.S. Emma Stanion is my homie
P.P.S. Joseph had like is Freeze Pops. He’s still a wee
little laddie at heart.
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This retreat has been a wonderful end to a great year of retreats and of an
era of leadership by this nurturing committee and our amazing group of
graduates.
It is very sad to see the seniors moving out of our community and on into
the next stage of their lives, sad for us, but lucky for everyone else they will touch
in the future. The combined potential is a joy to contemplate. They will certainly
be missed here.
Looking to the future of SAYF, I am thrilled to see that we have an equally
amazing group of younger SAYFers already in the process of growing into the
shoes of these role models. When I look at the up-coming youngest members of
our community, I do not think I have ever seen such leadership potential in such
young SAYFers. This does not take away from how much the older SAYFers have
given this community, but I have never seen a middle school group show as
much potential at such an early stage, usually they grow into it a bit later, if ever.
Every one of our middle schoolers is just bursting with qualities that will bring
the SAYF community to new levels of wonderfulfulness; individually and as a
group. I really commend Braden and Kofi for so effectively allowing them to
shine in their leadership at the intergenerational games, and hope this can set an
example and trend for eldering as a leadership style in the future.
I love all of you young and old. Speaking of which, I don’t know how we
will function without Therese, not as administrative assistant, in which she will be
replaced, but as our beloved and loving FAP and rock for all of us – me especially.
Love, love, love to all, Wren.
“As we go on, we remember all the times we had together. As our lives change
for whatever, we will still be friends forever.”
I think these song lyrics really hit on how much SAYF impacts our lives and how
these people, and experiences we have with them will always be in our fondest
memories. It’s so sad to see all these seniors leave and go on with their lives,
with SAYF in their rearview mirrors. I’ll miss you all sooo much and will look
forward to seeing all of you as YAFs next SAYMA.
Love, Nick
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Well this is a bit funny. I am thinking about the many nurturing and
steering committee meetings I have sat in where we talked about how to help
the epistles (or are they worship journals?) be more quote-unquote “spiritual.”
Almost always, the subject of shout outs would come up. Now, today, for the
first time, I want to do shout outs. Lots and lots of them because I want each of
you to know what the Light is that I see in you. I’m guessing this is not the place
and there is not the time.
So anyway, no need to be overly dramatic here. I will still be FAPing from
time to time and therefore still able to touch in to this lovely community. It is a
good time, however, to say thank-you.
Thank you to the Steerers (and Wren in particular because she had to deal
with me for all 11 years) for being so kind and supportive of me. You guys are the
best bosses ever and when I make mistakes or have too many opinions, you
always reply with gentleness and humor. I’ve learned many things by watching
you…..and those lessons are bigger than “how to be a good FAP” – they are
lessons about being a better person.
And Young Friends, thanks so much for sharing your life with me. You
remind me of how many things in life can be fun – and funny. You teach me that
there is always another way to look at something…..and that there are lots of
possible solutions to most problems.
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Let those wonderful inner Lights of yours shine bright and take very good
care of your dear selves.
Much love, Therese
I won’t pretend I have a way with spoken words. I can never seem to be able to say what I
am feeling in the moment, like at Graduation. Written words are a bit different, though. I’m okay
with them. So when I was thinking about Worship Journals a few weeks ago, my college essay came
to mind. The prompt was to write about an experience that changed your life. I wrote about SAYF. I
want to read it to you as my final epistle because it says exactly what I want to say and more.
I had been warned. Still, in freaked me out when 10 people I’d never met came running
outside screaming and hugging. As I walked inside, things became even weirder. One girl had her hair
dyed 3 unnatural colors. One boy had more piercings than I’d ever seen. A couple of girls were showing
off how well they could pass as guys. A group of boys were playing soccer inside, and no one seemed to
care if they got hit. How could these people be at all like me? What kind of craziness had I gotten
myself into?
I’m a young Quaker. It’s how I define myself. In the small, conservative town in which I
grew up, I never seemed to fit. I wasn’t at all a social outcast; I had a lot of friends, but no one at my
school really understood my point of view. The only ones who did were two girls in my church. They
got that I was unhappy, so they told me about this awesome group called SAYF where they were sure
I’d find my niche. After a year of convincing, I reluctantly agreed.
I had a rather quick realization that they people weren’t aliens, but a least in my mind, my
niche played hide and seek. I was having fun, but in my eyes, I was just as lonely here as at home.
But it was a fun way to spend the weekend, even if I felt lonely. So I went to the next retreat
and the next until a year at SAYF had gone by without my notice. Also surprising was the ways I’d
found to connect to people. A couple girls usually worked on math homework if they had a lot that
weekend. There was always at least one discussion about how President Bush had ruined America.
Pretty much everyone was obsessed with Harry Potter.
What I hadn’t understood up to then was that I was unconditionally accepted the minute I’d
gotten out of that van. The only person who didn’t think I fit was me.
So after I had the “oh, duh” realization that I had always been a real SAYFer, SAYF truly
became my lifeline. (I had a 4-month long cold last year that I am nearly positive was actually SAYF
withdrawal.) SAYF helped me grow into the person that I am supposed to be. With the absence of
Quaker thought at school, I had become a wall flower. SAYF gave me back my confidence and my selfassurance. I did things I never imagined before SAYF, like putting purple streaks in my hair, actually
trying new foods rather than hating them on principle, and maybe most importantly, becoming a
leader.
The amazing people at SAYF inspired me to join Nurturing Committee. I wanted to help keep
SAYF the loving and spiritual community that had helped me so much. I wanted to make sure it
continued to do the same for other young Friends. And this year, my fellow nurturers nominated me to
the clerking team, something that the shy little wall flower wouldn’t have imagined in a million years.
SAYF has changed my life in so many ways, that I can’t imagine a time without it. SAYFers
will always be family to me, and I am eternally grateful for each and every one of you.
Love Always,
Caty Clark McAfee
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This epistle will contain RENT references. I feel sorry for those of you who don’t know
what I’m talking about.
Mark Cohen – “I can’t believe a year went by so fast.”
I know I’ve matured this year. I know I will keep maturing. I also credit SAYF with a lot
of my maturation and self discovery because you gave me a safe environment in which to do it.
This SAYMA has taught me a lot, and given me much to think about. It has definitely
made me want to explore the kind of Quaker I want to be and the kind of person I want to be
in general. Not to mention the kind of Quaker person I was to be in this community.
I know the past few months I’ve been a bit of a recluse. I hope by September I can find
it in me to open up again.
SHOUT OUTS
Graduates – Perhaps it’s because it hasn’t really sunken in yet, but I’m not horribly depressed
about you moving on into YAFhood. I think that’s because I know I’ll be seeing most of you
again, and this is not the end.
Kofi – Keep that magic going. You’ve got so much of it.
Austin – I never got my back massage. 
Braden – The Tony Awards. My house. Dinner and Neil Patrick Harris. I hope he found a way to
pay his RENT.
Taylor, Madelyn, Hannah, and Braden – Please tell me I’m not the only one who hears “Light
My Candle” in their head every time we do an activity with candles. The hand cuffs make it
hard to be worshipful.
Therese – Thank you. I love you.
Aaron – Thanks for the bread.
Therese and Wren – Thanks for letting me take the bread home.
Orianna – I’m sorry. You’ll be missed.
Ruby – Harry Potter shirt.
Caty – I crossed your name out 3 times on the previous copy. I love you, and I can’t believe
you’re leaving me. I wish you didn’t have to go. Thank you for nurturing me and Ethan.
I’ll see you all soon.
Peace, love, and hugs,
Grace
A Fun Amazing Wonderful Story by Taylor & Madelyn
Once upon a time there was a little boy named Feather. He was
named this because instead of hair, his head was covered in
feathers. His best friend, Ralph, was a turtle. Ralph liked dubstep
so much that some people called him Ralph the dubstep turtle.
Ralph and Feather were such bros that one day, they decided to
have a bro campout. They purchased energy drinks, drove to the
campsite, and set up the tent. And that’s when things got
interesting.
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You see, neither of them knew how to set up a tent. Ralph
obviously couldn’t, because he was a turtle. And Feather had been
kind of sheltered, due to his feather-hair. So this was a problem.
They tried and tried, but it was a failure. And then they realized
that they had forgotten to bring sleeping bags. Darn.
So they said, “What the heck, let’s go ahead and have a
campfire.” It was getting rather late. So Feather went to collect
wood, and Ralph set up the music (dubstep, of course). They were
having a grand old time, roasting marshmallows and telling jokes.
Dubstep was the ideal background noise. But then they heard a
loud noise in the forest. It was coming closer. There was a rhythm
to it that made it sound almost like…dancing.
Suddenly, three bears crashed out of the woods! Ralph and
Feather started to run away, but then they noticed the bears
weren’t chasing them! They were, in fact, dancing! “Hey,” said
Ralph, “are you dancing?”
“Wow,” whispered Feather. “I can BEARLY BEAR all this
excitement. Who knew this would turn out to be such a cool
campout!”
The bears turned to look at them.
“Yes,” the largest one said. “We are dancing.” The middle one
added, “We like this music. It is our jam.” The littlest one said,
“Hey, can I jump over the campfire?” The others gave him a look
and resumed dancing.
Feather and Ralph simply did not know what to do. The
bears were so scary and large, but they looked like they were
having so much fun.
“Um, excuse me, would you guys maybe want to chill with us
for a while? If you promise not to eat us?” Asked Feather.
The biggest bear laughed a bear laugh. “Of course! We don’t
eat boys or turtles, especially when we could dance with them
instead.” So Feather and Ralph introduced themselves, and the
bears did too. The big bear said, “My name is Zigzag, the middle
bear is Curly-Q, and the little one is Daphne.”
“Please don’t make fun of me. I know it’s not a manly name.”
Daphne sighed.
Feather cleared his throat. “Well,” he said, “Let’s get this
party started!”
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Ralph started to put on his favorite song and the bears struck
beary good poses.
And that’s when the refrigerator fell on them.

It all started with a car ride to Nashville. We had to stop on the
highway due to traffic and got out to dance. I met new friends (one
with a Ph), and we twirled our hair while dropping pebbles into an
empty can of La Croix. Afterwards, SAYF introduced us to WINDOWS
and brid (?) fights. We found love for PINEAPPLE (pronounced pinapple) and I found love for weasels *wink*.
I have watched SAYFers come, stay, and leave. Many hours (or
lack thereof) were spent sleeping on the floor surrounded by lovely
teens.
It had always felt weird going back to school after every retreat.
There was always something missing that I found at the following SAYF.
Well, now that I’m not going back to high school nor another SAYF
retreat, it’ll be triple weird, but it’s okay. It’s okay because we are still a
part of the wider community albeit being in different places. We know
how to find each other and say hi and talk about what we have been up
to.
I’ve said thank you a million times already, but thank you SAYF for
letting me experience a new home in the loving croissant of teens like
me. I would never have learned the valuable lessons I needed to be a
better Quaker for myself. This community has taught me everything I
know, and I will always credit SAYF for that.
I’m so glad to have met everybody and get to say that I have
multiple awesome friends from Nashville, Knoxville, Chattanooga,
Atlanta, Asheville, Chapel Hill, Durham, and even Celo. Of course I’ll
always have you all and my fellow Berea Friends. I’m glad I’m staying
for Berea College so I can watch all of them grow as I have for so many
of you. I’ve noticed I have been using the word “you” a lot, and that’s
great because “you” describes everything that I have lived for these
past few years, since March 2009. Of course, gymnastics is fierce
competition (dun dun chh), but it’s second-best. SAYF has hurt me
almost never, and even Wink has only come close, but I’d rather be hurt
on accident by loving arms, legs, heads, etc. Maybe even a spleen.
After last night, I finally know what it felt like to be sitting in the
middle with a big, scented candle. I must say that it was my favorite.
The spirituality was strong, and I actually cried for the first time in
years. It was relieving. It takes so much for me to cry. Most of the time,
I’m just sad when there’s a sad moment, and when Lekey ran over to
hug Anna, I lost it. I didn’t know what to expect. I figured I would’ve
been a sobbing mess, which I was, but not as extreme as I anticipated.
It was enough, I could still speak kinda clearly, and it felt so good.
Crying made me feel release and I’m glad I saved it for the most
important night of my life. I was also glad to be sitting with six amazing
people. It felt right to be moving on to become a YAF with them. Vining
has been a place that is very dirty, and plays host to the annual
international convention of fruit flies. I’ve noticed their numbers were a
bit smaller. Good! I still can’t believe it took me three years (last year)
to figure out that it’s a WWC girls dorm. The Chamber of Secrets
written on the second story door of the SAYF boy’s dorm gave it away.
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As well as the teens, the adults have been phenomenal role
models, friends, FAPs, drivers, and Friends (with a capital F). I love
them all and I will make sure to keep in touch and see how SAYF is
going, even though I have a feeling it’ll always be what it’s always been.
As I close, I’d love to tell you all that I love you and I’ll remember
every smile, every wonderful moment, every cookie, every sandwich,
every taco, and every baked potato and, most importantly, food-wise:
cake for breakfast/croissant.
Time for a song-reference: I will always love you. I can’t express
that enough. Stay beautiful, stay yourselves, stay Quakerly, and stay
awesome. This isn’t the last time forever. I will see your lovely selves
later in time. So, goodbye for now.
Signed, That One Guy named Braden
Although I may not know many of the graduates well, one thing I do know
is you are ALL wonderful people. Each of you are special and unique in
your own way. It may not seem like it but I really do admire you guys. I
didn’t get to know you guys that much and I regret it. I’m actually going
to miss you all a lot. Now only are you guys beautiful on the outside, but
also in the inside. I wish all of you good luck in life! Take Care!
P.S.: COME BACK TO SAYMA!!! PLEASE!
-Dee ♥
“will you recognize my face when God’s awful grace/strips me of my
jacket and my vest/and reveals all the treasure in my chest” Hymn
101 – Joe Pug
I don’t think I can write anything that will be as sincere as I feel.
The person I am at SAYF is really someone I would like to be. I
feel like I am a stranger who stumbled into a magical land, and like
that person have always felt awed and slightly separate from this
place. Like a secret magic world, I haven’t always understood SAYF, or
its inhabitants, and especially when you first enter it, it’s scary and
thrilling and it changes how you see everything else.
I really, really mean that. SAYF came into my 13 year old life and
showed me a different way than Hollister, texting, hair straighteners,
and MySpace. Do any of you even know what that is?
Anyway, it was love at first sight for me and SAYF and I treasure
every experience I have had here. Everything is better when you do it
here and everything here is the best person in the world. So you see
kids, it’s okay to be spiritual and even silent. It’s ok to want a deeper
connection with “the Light,” “God,” or other people.
I know from talking to some of you that our lives outside SAYF
can be crazy. Whatever your reason for coming here, I’m glad you do
and I am very glad that you found this life changing place.
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Lincoln: What you said last night was so beautiful. You made me
cry a lot, but I’m glad. I think so highly of you and even though you’re
great to joke with and complain with, you’ve got a lot going on in that
shaggy head that is thoughtful, fearless, and so so so so loving. Thank
you.
So, I won’t offer any advice, mostly because I can think of none.
Kofi, I know you’re worried about things here but you have more
potential than you know, and when the time comes you are going to
be unbelievable here. You started quite young, give it time.
So little time. Thank you Berea Friends, you all deserve
spectacular goodbyes. I can’t imagine my life the past years without
you.
Aaron, you remind me of my grandpa, and I love him basically
as much as anyone I know. Thank you for all the good times, the ideas
and support. You are inspiring and a force to be reckoned with while
still humble and incredibly thoughtful, enthusiastic and hilarious. I
think you might be to Atlanta what Therese is to Berea.
This is getting weird and I’m rambling. There are going to be a
lot of ways I will wish I had approached this, but I’m not going to
write anything perfect or all-encompassing. That’s what the past five
years were for.
I do not know what will happen next for any of us. I will miss
this place very much, and I did not always believe I would. I may
break down and ramble some more later, but as I write this, I’m pretty
sure I won’t. I feel like I’m chasing the end and I can keep it away the
more that I write. But this should end on my terms. So here we go.
Familiar silence
Do you know I love you all?
I leave here with thanks.
Past, present, and future,
Lekey Leidecker

SAYMA 2012…
I think this SAYMA was a success. It was nice to see the YAFs that were SAYFers

just last year. I even thought that Joseph was still in SAYF for a minute there.
Anyways, I feel like I still don’t know any of the newer people from this year and I
hope I can get ot know you all before I come to graduate at SAYMA next year.

Speaking of graduating, I’m going to miss you graduates like you wouldn’t
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believe. SAYF will be very different without your presence, but it’s being left in
good hands. I’m excited to see how things go this year. See you guys soon!
♥Bethany
P.S. It was sad that some of the graduates couldn’t be here. XAVY, EMANUEL!
(and others)
Dear S.A.Y.F.,
I will miss all of the graduates! I enjoyed helping in the intergenerational games. At
the swimming pool I enjoyed playing games and swimming with my friends. It was fun to
spin around on the swing with Guthrie. I wish my older brother Emanuel could have been
here for his graduation. I will miss him when he is off at college. I enjoyed playing games
around the SAYF dormas. This has been a really great S.A.Y.M.A. I cannont wait till the
next retreat.
-Noah
P.S. I love you graduates!!!!!!!!!!!

Dear Friends,
Watching the graduates go is hard for me, especially this year because I am so
close to so many of them. They are all beautiful, amazing people who have influenced
both my life, and the everchanging flow of SAYF. But as they leave, I can’t help but
looking to all you younger SAYFers knowing that 1 day, I too will have to leave you, and
this wonderful healing place behind. Although you are still growing & finding your place
in the community, I know that you will each continue to grow more amazing in your own
ways, and in 2 years when I leave, I will be able to do it confidently knowing that I’ve left
SAYF in the greatest hands possible.
♥ always
Emma

My dear F(f)riends. What can I say to you? How can I express how much you
have helped me grow and learn in the past year? I remember my first SAYMA,
only one year ago. I was scared and nervous, but I was met with hugs and
smiles. It’s hard to feel unloved in a place like this. I remember how shocked I
was when scary Willamae actually said that I was “all right” and let me sit on
her blanket with her and Delaney. Good times, those. But I think this SAYMA
was better. I loved graduation, even though half the time I was sobbing and
Flannery had to say funny things to get me to calm down. To the graduates:
It’s bittersweet seeing you go, but I’m excited for you. Have fun this year! I
want to thank Therese for her many years of being a wonderful, helpful, and
understanding presence for the SAYFers. You’re great! And Lekey, soon we
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will be eating chocolate raspberry pie for your birthday. You’re going away for
a while. But then you’ll be back, and we can make weird faces and draw and
talk and it’ll be great. I’ll see you all in September.
Keep in touch.
All my love,
Anna ♥
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This is me throwing my heart out, so please take this softly. SAYF
has always brought out my strongest feelings. I have been the happiest
here, I have been the saddest here, and I have been angriest here. SAYF
has taught me to feel in ways I thought I never could. When I look at you all
I am overwhelmed with joy & sadness. This is because you are my rock, my
man, but you can’t really be that because I can’t and will not always be
here. I often felt invisible at SAYF and it’s been this way for a while now. I
see that a lot of people here have a connection to other persons. And I have
lost a true connection to the SAYFers here. I know that has something to do
with the changes of the community over time, but I believe that mostly it is
my odd/weird/obnoxious/careless behavior toward the SAYF community
and other SAYFers. For these reasons I have decided to take a break from
SAYF maybe just for a while, maybe for a whole year. I don’t know yet, but I
need to spend a little more time dealing with me before I start dealing with
others. I love you all so very much and I know this isn’t goodbye forever,
but just goodbye for a little bit. You all have a wonderful summer.
Love,
Kofi
P.S. Call me some time
(404) 245-3620

So this is my first SAYMA (surprisingly yes – I was out of town last year), and I
thought it was great and a lot of fun. I had no idea, being this sleep deprived
I’m still able to mostly function. I really enjoyed graduation because it was
different from other graduations, which makes it memorable. I am going to
miss the seniors and I hate to think about the class of 2016’s graduation. I wish
SAYMA was just one more day, but until then, have a good summer and until
next time. 
Love,
Katie
P.S. Trollz and stuff 
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